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month of january. is there an api in
java or maybe a library that will
give me the day of the month in
the form of a string like: 01 (first

day of january), 02 (second day of
january) and so on? a:

simpledateformat can do this:
simpledateformat format = new

simpledateformat("mmmm");
format.format(new date()); with a
string constant as the "mmmm"
placeholder. the month-suffix is
implied from the date formatting
string, mm for mon-dd-yyyy. you

could see how to use the
extension "m" to omit the day.

note that "mmmm" is sorta a big
mouthful. the same day of the
month (and month) will be the
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same as "mmm", "m", and "mmm"
because the month placeholder
isn't actually part of the format,

it's just there as a convenience for
you. 856 f.2d 1063 unpublished

dispositionnotice: sixth circuit rule
24(c) states that citation of
unpublished dispositions is

disfavored except for establishing
res judicata, estoppel, or the law

of the case and requires service of
copies of cited unpublished

dispositions of the sixth
circuit.thomas michael burnett,
plaintiff-appellant,v.william c.

dunbar, et al., defendants-
appellees. no. 87-3214. united
states court of appeals, sixth
circuit. sept. 8, 1988. before
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kennedy, ralph b. guy and ryan,
circuit judges. order 1 the plaintiff

moves for bail pending appeal
from an order of the district court

granting summary judgment to the
defendants. the appeal has been
referred to a panel of the court

pursuant to rule 9(a), rules of the
sixth circuit. after an examination
of the record and the briefs, this
panel agrees unanimously that
oral argument is not needed.

fed.r.app.p. 34(a). 2 the plaintiff
brought this civil rights action in
which he sought monetary relief
and declaratory relief. the parties
have consented to jurisdiction by
the united states magistrate. the

district court held that the
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defendants, several police officers,
were entitled to qualified immunity

for their actions in the event the
plaintiff's constitutional rights were

violated. no such violation is
alleged. based on the

uncontroverted facts set out in the
magistrate's report, the district

court granted summary judgment
to the defendants, and this timely

appeal followed. 3 the appeal must
be dismissed for lack of

jurisdiction. the collateral order
doctrine is a narrow exception to

the final judgment rule and
provides jurisdiction only for denial
of claims of immunity prior to trial.

see mitchell v. forsyth, 472 u.s.
511 (1985). the district court
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granted the defendants' motions
for summary judgment. the issue
of qualified immunity has been
resolved. the right to which the

defendants are entitled has been
established. any order of the

district court would not alter or
address this issue. 4 accordingly,

the motion for bail pending appeal
is denied. the order of the district

court granting the defendants'
motions for summary judgment is
affirmed. rule 9(b)(5), rules of the

sixth circuit. 5ec8ef588b
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